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Abstract: Information obtained from Site Investigation forms a very crucial aspect of all design built on, in or with ground. Reliability
of this information has a strong influence in design, project costs, safety and contractual disputes and yet this is the most neglected aspect of Geotechnical Engineering. It is also the most abused aspect of Geotechnical Engineering where cost cutting, apathy, lack of understanding and awareness play very important role towards unreliable information. This paper looks at the existing practices region
wide in obtaining the ground information and the need for changes in the methods and attitude towards obtaining reliable Site Investigation information.
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IMPORTANCE OF SITE INVESTIGATION

Every man-made civil engineering structure is founded on, in or
with ground. The structure we put on the ground is man-made.
We can control to design every item that goes into our structure,
like concrete, reinforcement, bricks and even the last wall plug.
However, the ground below on which this structure will stand is
not man-made. We usually know very little about it and we certainly cannot design or control its behavior. The ground below
will dictate the economies of how tall, how heavy, how safe the
final structure is going to be and not the other way round. In
short, the safety and economics of every civil engineering structure is dictated by the properties of the ground on which this
structure will stand. These properties of the ground below or
sub-soil properties are obtained via process we refer to by various
names but in this paper it is referred to as Site Investigation or
simply SI. We have at our disposal number of different methods
of obtaining SI information, all of them require skill, care and
adherence to procedures to meet with underlying principle that
the information obtained is reliable, representative and promotes
design confidence. In this paper we will focus on most common
method of SI using Boring and Drilling and in-situ sampling and
testing.
The term "Reliability" where SI is concerned means all information is obtained in line with good practice, and is honestly and
factually reported. In short, one can rely on this information. Reliability of information controls the design confidence and in
turns the cost of the project and project safety. To see why reliability of information is so important, consider a simple 10 storey
structure having, say, a 10,000 sq.meter footprint as shown in
Figure 1. Assuming that the bedrock is about 30 meters below,
we estimate that this structure will affect the ground below as
shown in the Fig. 1. Volume of soil below the formation level affected by our structure is about or probably more than 10,000 x
30 meters of soil volume or 300,000 cubic meters. For our project, we need to estimate / assess properties of this volume of
soils below ground.
For the structure considered, we are likely to put down between 5 to 10 boreholes. Using 10 boreholes will provide us with
about 200 samples (or/and tests). The total volume of soil below
actually sampled/tested will be at or less than some 200 x 1 meter
x (area sampler 75mm) =0.88 cu meters or about 1 cubic meter.
Of the above volume, in most cases less than half will actually
be tested and used for the assessment of the properties of some

300,000 cu meters of affected sub-soils or (1/300,000)x100 % or
0.00033 % of total volume. As against total concrete used for
our structure at some 1500 cubic meters, total number of test
cubes taken will be (1500/50)x2x6 =360 tests cubes. If only 1 in
6 cubes are tested, this constitutes 0.0141 % of volume tested i.e.
40 times more than that for soils. In short we test material we can
control at much greater intensity than material over which we
have no control. In the case of concrete, if one cube is bad, there
are five in reserve. In case of soils, there are no reserves. As for
representation, 6 concrete cubes represent 50 cubic meters of
concrete. In the case of soils, one sample represents 1500 cu meters of sub-soils.

Fig. 1 Structure and volume of sub-soil affected
The fact is that this very small sample of soil represents very
large volume. Also, there are no reserves, (as against 6 cubes for
concrete). These results will form the basis for committing millions of dollars in funds. This alone should be enough for accepting the fact that every possible care and attention must be paid to
ensure that these samplings and testings are properly carried out.
In SI we ensure this by using trained personnel, proper equipment, ancillaries, adherence to correct procedures, good supervision and faithful reporting under constant guidance of the design/geotechnical engineer.
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REALITY OF OUR SITE INVESTIGATION PRACTICES

All engineers agree with the situation as described above. So why
our SI acquisition sites are today have no semblance to the above;
have become akin to old Keystone comedies than serious, all important data acquisition operations.
Visit any SI site and one will find a number of operators doing
their “things” around a “drill rig”. They use only standard equipment, which being casings (N-Size) for boring and thin rods (ASize) with adapters for sampling, testing, and coring. They claim
and do have years of experience doing this the same way and
training has never been necessary. They have no need and use no
reference of any kind of Codes or Specifications on site because
every sample description is nearly the same. Detailed examination of sample is unnecessary. There is rarely a need for supervision, and if supervisor is on site, his function is merely decorative. Boring in soil is achieved by surging and rotating of casing
and water under very high pressures. Exact pressures are not required since no pump gauges ever work anyway. Water used is
from nearest convenient source like wastewater drains. Even with
water circulation ditches, lots and lots of water is required. This
is because considerable water is lost into the soils below the bottom of the casing into the volume of soil yet to be tested or sampled. This probably makes soil below cleaner by washing action.
Over the years, this method has gained respectability and is referred to as Wash Boring, Rotary Boring or Malaysian Style Boring and, sadly, referred to in this paper as water-jetting (see Attachment 1). Water-jetting does not comply with any
specifications requiring sampling or testing but that is of no consequence since no codes or specifications are referred to anyway.
Boring rigs used are cheap rock coring rigs make-dos with tripod
added. Similarly all ancillaries are also make-dos, badly manufactured without regard to precision in requirements or functions.
Our undisturbed sampling tubes are made out of exhaust pipes
complete with thick seam on the inside and filed cutting edges.
We use variable SPT spoons, and variation of hammer drops.
Things like measuring depths before sampling/testing, observing
loss or changes in return fluid/water, speed of penetrations and so
on are unnecessary as no bore logs has to show variations or suspects or problems which can lead to more problems if questioned
by engineer and may lead to costly rejections of results. Soil description charts are rarely if ever required on site. Based on our
SI, it is safe to say all soils in Malaysia are nearly the same being
“sandy silty Clay” or “clayey silty SAND”, our soils have no
stratification, no discontinuities, no partings, and our strata
change occurs always at 5 feet (1.5m) intervals as per our final
borelogs. Some times even field work is not necessary for preparation of final borelogs. (Attachment 2 & 3)
When the SI Report is finally presented it is usually not
signed, making nobody responsible. If there are more than one
contractor involved than all reports have different borelogs presentations, different soils descriptions (see Note 1). The engineering now takes over to produce miles and miles of jargon filled interpretations and the SI data is put through calculation to 16 or
more decimals using all sorts of analysis with impressive names
like fine element, course element, slices, macro and googlefink
software – dazzling; just simply dazzling. Talk about garbage in
and icing covered garbage out. Eventually, when something does
go wrong, we do more of same “soil tests” using same experienced teams, repeat the same garbage, make louder intelligent
noises, blame someone, something or settle things quietly. When
all else fail, we blame GOD, after all he is responsible for creating the soils.
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WHY OUR SI SITUATION IS SO BAD

Over the years, with our rapid development too many engineers
and contractors are now in the market. The SI practice has deteriorated mainly due to lack of attention and apathy created by
possible ignorance. One of the reasons for this is perhaps that SI
forms a very small part of Engineer’s training and is soon forgotten once in practice particularly since SI is the least costly aspect
in any civil engineering project forming less than 1% of project
costs. Most engineers, big or small, simply have no time for SI.
There are also not very many Engineers who actually take trouble
to understand SI procedures, most just go with the flow. This
flow consists of fastest SI at lowest costs which as being easiest
(Fig. 2). Quality of results does not matter since most cannot understand them anyway. Like one engineer says, SI produces a
number, any number will do.

Fig. 2 Selecting SI contractor
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OUR SHORTCOMINGS

4.1 Shortcomings of our Present Practices
We rarely carry out proper desk study let alone base our SI requirement on such study. Some of us even have elaborate procedure for selection of SI contractor including detail accreditation
procedures taking into account contractors’ financial standing,
years of experience, yet we do not question the TYPE of experience or equipment suitability. Ultimately, we select contractor
usually based on him being the cheapest, and obliging and once
appointed we usually do not get involved until we are handed a
report, which could even have been prepared before even the site
work was carried out or if carried out at all. Our supervision is
none or lip service and sadly inadequate. Supervision consists of
untrained junior engineer/geologist to site falsely believing that,
by some magic, he knows how to supervise works which we ourselves know very little about. We have supervisor, he is not
trained but with years and years of badly repetitive experience.
Though we have used nearly the same Specifications (or
Terms of Reference) for SI for more than the last twenty years,
most of us do not understand them or have even read them. Yet
we pretend we are getting what Specification is asking (Attachment 3). In rare cases where we are supervising, we have no
communication with site. We do not ask for daily field records.
We have no idea what we may be missing out in the most important aspect of SI. Hence, we do not have the ability to make

changes to maximize our SI information to the advantage of our
project. As things stand, we have no idea how this all important
information is produced (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Producing SI information
Though the Board of Engineers requires that SI be supervised
by design engineer, in very many cases, we do not even protest
that we are not to supervise as designers. At times, we have no
control because the entity of carrying out SI is said to be capable
of supervising SI for our project without our input at times even
before we do any design. This is one most damaging contradiction to good practice (Board of Engineers, Malaysia 2005).
4.2 Consequences / Results
We have conditioned most clients into believing that “Soil
Test” can be carried out anytime by any body and contract is no
different from any other civil engineering contract. We blame our
clients for being shortsighted but rarely explain to them the importance of adequate funds, proper contractor selection and supervision. Probably, this is due to ourselves being not clear about
the subject.
SI Contractors, who are capable, have no incentive to be as
professional as the process of SI data acquisition requires. This is
because quality or reliability is not recognized and is apparently
not necessary only the price. Good SI contractors have been
forced to follow the bad practices because otherwise they cannot
survive.
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WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO OUR SI PRACTICE

Though other SI methods like Cone Penetration Test, Pressuremeter Test, etc. are also questionable from the point of view of
reliability, only boring and drilling are addressed in this paper
SI by the process of boring and drilling, as discussed in this
paper has nothing about it which is startling new, In fact, universally acceptable boring and drilling methods have not changed
since at least 1949 as fully described by Hvorslev (1949). However, with progress over the last 25 years, we have gone backwards from universally acceptable to the unacceptable in our SI
practice. Our SI practice today would make Hvorslev cried.
Up to about 1980, almost all boring were carried out using top
driven hydraulic boring/drilling machines and compatible casings
and rods, similar to that described by Hvorslev (1949). Borings
were achieved using bit attached to the bottom of string of rods

operated inside compatible string of casings. Types of cutting bit
used varied with type of soil encountered. All soil below was dislodged or cut by bit and these cuttings brought up to surface by
drilling fluid, usually clean water pumped down the drill string.
Almost all water discharged was sideways out of the cutting bit.
Considerable information was obtained during boring by drill behavior, speed of penetration, observation of cuttings in the returning fluid, loss of fluid. Estimate of material changes, strata
changes etc was possible. Because very little water was allowed
to get into soils below the cutting bit, the test volume, or soil below the cutting bit remained intact. Tests carried out in soils below the cutting bit were therefore reliable and representative.
This method is still practiced today in other parts of the world
and in rare cases in Malaysia and is known as Rotary Boring. Of
course, the rotary boring requires operator skill, supervisory
competence and suitable rigs and suitable accessories (Hvorslev,
1949 and Attachment 1).
Today the method we have adopted does not use any drill
string or cutting bits. All borings are achieved using water under
very high pressures forced down string of casings and surging
and rotating of casing. Boring is achieved by brute force of water
and surging of casing only. Huge amount of water is used and
considerable amount of water ingresses soils below the casing introducing changes into soils long before they are sampled or
tested. Tests carried out into such soils are not representative and
certainly not reliable. Furthermore, since checking the sampling
depths before testing/sampling is almost never done, numerous
tests are probably carried out inside the casing. For sampling and
testing, this method of boring is about the worst it can be. We
overcome this by referring to it as Wash Boring, Rotary Wash
Boring and of late, the Malaysian Style Boring as if this makes
data obtained respectable. The correct description of this method
would be Water-Jetting. Though results are unsatisfactory to bad,
Water jetting is simple, requires very little skill and just about no
accessories. Rig is far cheaper than that for Rotary. This method
provides SI information which is fast and cheap. Just about every
SI in our country today uses this method (Attachment 1, 2 & 3)
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COMPLIENCE WITH SPECIFICATIONS

Wrong as it is, water jetting under the disguise of Wash Boring,
Rotary Boring and so on has become a norm and has been accepted industry wide as Rotary boring and wrongly believed to be
as meeting the requirements of the specifications for rotary boring. The confusion is not apparent since very few carefully examine local boring method itself or compare it with their own
specifications. As described above this method does comply with
any specifications. Also, since the operator skill is not necessary
and importance of quality does not exist, all sampling and testing
works involve make-do’s, chances of bad data acquisition are
very real. Almost all SI in Malaysia constitutes this practice (Attachment 2).
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SI AND COST OF PROJECT

In 1948, Hvorslev wrote “ …numerous examples of costly failures which can be attributed to the action of the soil and ground
water and in the end to the absence of or to inadequate or unreliable subsurface exploration. A careful investigation of successful
projects would probably reveal an equal number of cases in
which parts of the structure are over designed, where uneconomical types of structures or unfavorable locations were chosen and

where considerable savings could have been affected if adequate
foundation investigation had been made and the results properly
interpreted” (Hvorslev, 1949). Today, we are still ignoring his
advice despite the fact that we have numerous irritating and even
costly problems directly related to our SI information.
No good decisions can be made based on bad information. Unreliable information is akin to treating patient’s illness based on
unclear diagnosis. Under these circumstances, any engineer who
is aware of unreliability of data is forced to apply higher factors
of safety just to be on the safe side. Even with bumped up factors
of safety, doubts on safety will still persist. Yet more frightening
possibility exists for the case where designer does not even realize the data is unreliable.
The actual foundation costs do go up steeply not only because
of over-designs alone. Foundation Contractor also cannot rely on
bad data, and must apply high contingencies and project costs
will again go up further. Total cost of foundation related structure
will by now be very high indeed, at times triple or more. Even
with all this, there will be high possibilities that some unpleasant
surprises will turn up during construction causing more costs and
delays and or safety issues.
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WHO IS RESPONSIBLE

Easiest entity to blame would be the SI contractors for our present SI predicament and probably the clients. But this would be
very wrong. There are good, reliable SI contractors in the country
capable of carrying out reliable SI works. However, the obtaining of reliable SI is not likely to happen until users of SI information (the Engineers) recognize what constitutes a reliable SI, why
this information is important and why the cost of good SI has to
be at least 5 times the amount we are paying today. Clients, by
nature, will always go for lowest costs but in the author’s experience, clients have always agreed where engineers take trouble to
explain to them why the funds spent on SI is to their long term
benefits.
Cost of SI today is in tandem with quality - the lowest. A meter of soil boring 30 years ago was about RM 60 (US$17) and today it is about RM 20 (US$6). Similarly, it applies for all other
items of SI. Over last 30 years, the cost of labour, equipment and
just about everything has more than doubled. Very little in the
methods or requirements of boring, testing, sampling has changed
in last 60 years (Hvorslev, 1949). Cost of SI works, however, has
come down to a third of the cost some 30 years ago. Not much
intelligence is required to see something is not right.
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10 TRAINING PROVIDERS
As far as training for supervisors is concerned this is another area
similar to the bad practice of SI. There is misguided belief that
there is nothing to SI and anyone can put SI training material together and deliver in which case, they do in practice. This is like
lay person teaching medical procedures right out of books. None
of these trainers meets the basic criteria that trainers must be familiar with underlying principles of SI procedures and should
have or are practicing proper SI works. So far all training provided, including those conducted by known training providers /
institutions, have been an awful mixture of thoughtless cut-andpaste junks that are misleading and have failed to address boring/drilling procedures or practices, sampling/testing dos and
don’ts or even how sample should be taken or logged. Selection
of training providers is very important and this is only possible if
managers and engineers are aware and familiar with what is required.
11 CONCLUSION
The conclusion of this paper is the following changes or recommendations that are much desired from various parties involved
in the SI works for the betterment of the SI industry.
11.1 Engineers
•

Respect and follow the requirements of the Board of Engineers (Board of Engineers, 2005);

•

Read and understand the Specifications for SI works and the
Code of Practice for SI (MS 1056: 2005) and ensure they are
complied with in the field (see Note 2);

•

Understand what is SI and its importance and at least familiarize yourself with the various types of SI procedures you
would normally use. Areas where expertise is lacking, seek
expert assistance including geotechnical designs;

•

Where interpretation and designs are concerned, refrain from
asking such information from SI contractors;

•

Select SI contractors on the basis of his ability to comply
with your Specifications and the Code of Practice and his experience based on these.

•

SI data has more value where it can be compared with other
SI data on the same site and elsewhere. For this where possible consider standardization. Use standard Tender Document
with clear and compatible Conditions of Contract, with clear
Specifications and Bill of Quantities designed only for SI.
Adopt one format for SI data presentation, even field and final bore-logs. In short adopt as much standardization as possible to ensure uniformity of work, sample logging, and encourage observations including suspect reporting.

•

Always conduct pre-commencement briefing with all concerned, particularly engineer’s and contractor’s field staff.
Explain job needs, reporting procedures and amend as necessary. Treat contractor as specialist. SI contractor at this stage
and they may contribute towards maximizing of SI information. Visit site at least once.

•

Take responsibility for interpretative reports and let the
“building” contractors who must use these reports to have
them without restrictions or qualifications i.e. don’t pass such

WHAT IS BEING DONE

Considerable effort is being made by the SI task force committee
under the Malaysian Construction Industry Development Board
(CIDB) in addressing this problem. However we are not going to
get anywhere unless we recognize and openly admit that there is
a problem. Though we now have our own Codes of Practice and
recommended CIDB specifications for SI works, we still need
awareness amongst our managers and designers and training for
our supervisors. Confusion with respect to terms such as Wash
Boring, Rotary Wash Boring, Rotary Boring and Malaysian Style
Boring has been addressed in the Malaysian Code of Practice for
Site Investigation (MS 1056: 2005). Recommended terms are as
described in Attachment 1

reports to contractors as a GUIDE ONLY and absolve ourselves of any responsibilities.
11.2 Clients
•

Understand the values of SI to the project and costs. Refrain
from using cheap and fast method. Let the Engineers plan
and supervise the SI to meet project needs. Listen to the engineers for the works.

11.3 Government/Regulatory Bodies
•

•

•

Respect and adopt requirements. Insist on following the requirements of the Board of Engineers (Board of Engineers,
2005) in particularly with respect to supervision. Pay for supervision.
Refrain from using shortcut called “schedule of rates”. This
looks convenient but it is a bad practice. It is restrictive. It assumes all sites are the same. It does not allow for fair pricing
based on site conditions and constraints. This is like putting
fixed price on all components of all medical operations and
god help if something very different turns up.
Where contractor is nominated like in most non-private sector work, insist that such work is carried out strictly in accordance with agreed Terms of Reference (or specifications), including responsibility for data reliability same as any other
contractors. Insist on supervision by the Engineers. Do not allow sub-contracts unless in very special and extreme circumstances. Over commitment is not good. Insist on his SI report
is factual and reporting facts only.

11.4 Future
•

Above recommendation for changes are by no means the
only changes but may constitute a starting point. Most diffi-

cult changes will be our attitude. If we can make this change
the rest is not difficult. Take pride in doing things right.
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NOTES:
1. Largest SI service provider was asked why soil description
was nothing like that in BS5930. Immediate counter question
was “did the sample come from North or South”. It seemed
sample descriptions vary with locations
2. On large linear project very sensitive to settlements some 400
or more boreholes were put down. Four or more SI contractors were employed. Overall supervisor claimed to have 10 or
more years of experience. All SI was based on specifications
provided by the Design Engineers. Independent audit carried
out found that for the same project, each contractor used different borelog. No one used standard description as per codes
thus making data comparison impossible. All boreholes were
recommended for rejection for none of the boreholes were in
compliance with the specifications. Further SI was proposed.

